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NUTS 2/3 (mix)
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A better approach
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spatial interaction modeling
Stewart model (potential access, gravitational potential or gravitational accessibility) 
- Ai is the potential at i
- Oj is the stock of population at j
- f(dij) is a negative function of the distance between i and j, mainly of the power or the 
exponential form.
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Geometric generalisation
(+)
Semantic simplification (100km)
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Automatic computation and mapping
- SpatialPosition package created to compute gravitational potential 
(Stewart potentials)
-  Various mapping packages
A free software environment for statistical 
computing and graphics.
Extended by a lot of of community-developed 
external libraries (packages)
  
A European Tool (FIT)
http://fit.espon.eu/
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User Case
Choosing an optimal location: the EU parliament visitor's centers
- Close to a minimum number of 6 000 000 inhabitants
- In a capital region far from London, Brussels and Paris
- Reachable within 2 hours by road
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Do it yourself
https://github.com/Groupe-ElementR/(available soon)
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http://rgeomatic.hypotheses.org/
http://neocarto.hypotheses.org/
http://fit.espon.eu/
http://www.ums-riate.fr/funci/
